Fertility Preservation Special Interest Group Newsletter 2019
Greetings from the Chair:
We are delighted to say that the FP SIG Society membership is increasing annually and now has
404 active members. This year, the new officers serving on the FP SIG are:
Chair: Patrizio Pasquale, MD, Yale University
Chair Elect: Lynn Bentley Davis, MD, MS, Seattle Reproductive Medicine
Vice Chair: Rebecca Flyckt, MD, University Hospitals Fertility Center
Immediate Past Chair: James Smith, MD, MS, University of California San Francisco
Past Chair: David Cohen, MD, Institute for Human Reproduction
Patient Representative: Joyce Reinecke, JD, Alliance for Fertility Preservation
We bring you an update on the latest in Fertility Preservation including a summary of FP events
at ASRM.

ASRM Pre-Course Congress on Fertility Preservation: 2019 and Beyond.
The Pre-Congress course was presented on Saturday, October 12, 2019, in Philadelphia PA. It
was developed by ASRM in collaboration with the Society for Male Reproduction and Urology
(SMRU), and the Fertility Preservation Special Interest Group. The course was chaired by
Akanksha Mehta, M.D., M.S. from Emory University Department of Urology. The other course
faculty were Pasquale Patrizio, M.D. from Yale University, Tommaso Falcone, M.D. from
Cleveland Clinic, and Joanne Kelvin, M.S.N. who recently retired from Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center. The topics included future fertility in the female and male cancer survivors, an
update on uterine transplantation, ethical considerations for FP education, ovarian
transposition and auto-transplantation, emerging FP techniques in females and in pre-pubertal
males, and creating a comprehensive FP program, followed by a panel discussion.
This course was intended to improve upon practice gaps including lack of clear knowledge
about optimal female and male fertility potential in survivorship, lack of familiarity regarding
fertility preservation counseling, and lack of innovative strategies for prepubescents or those
without a functional uterus.
Key points include the following:
•
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•

•
•
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Recommend random start protocols for emergent egg or embryo freezing. Consider
Duostim protocols to allow for two oocyte retrievals in one “cycle” to increase total
oocyte yield. Use an antagonist protocol and trigger with GnRH agonist, then restart
stimulation 4-5 days after the initial egg retrieval for a second stimulation in the same
month.
Worldwide there have been over 148 documented and peer reviewed livebirths from
frozen ovarian tissue. There is an effort by ASRM to consider ovarian tissue freezing no
longer experimental.
It is difficult or impossible to predict which treatment or which cancer is “better” than
others in safeguarding future fertility, therefore every patient SHOULD be informed and
given the opportunity to make an informed decision. Resist the temptation to stratify
patients by cancer prognosis.
We must work together to overcome the biggest hurdles: cost and lack of information.
Sperm cryopreservation is the only reliable option to preserve fertility in males with
cancer. Recovery of spermatogenesis is possible in some men following cancer therapy,
to variable degrees. Use of cryopreserved sperm is safe, and not associated with
increased risk of obstetric or congenital complications.
Emerging techniques in pre-pubertal males include testicular stem cell extraction,
followed by either autologous spermatogonial stem cell transplantation, or in vitro
maturation of sperm stem cells. Cryopreservation of pre-pubertal testicular tissue is
currently experimental and should only be offered under an IRB-approved protocol.
So far, there have been 57 uterine transplantations performed worldwide. There is
significant demand, but both ethical issues and technical challenges. Areas of research
include simplifying the anti-rejection regimen, shortening the time from transplant to
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frozen embryo transfer, focusing on alternative venous return for live donor transplant,
and optimizing the timing of deceased donor procurement.
Surgical approaches to ovarian transposition, ovarian tissue acquisition and ovarian
tissue transplantation were described.
A number of active research projects are aimed at improving current options or creating
new ones for fertility preservation: Automated vitrification may make the process
standardized and reproducible, lyophilization could revolutionize and protect cells and
tissue storage, in vitro follicle growth and the artificial ovary could completely remove
the risk or re-seeding cancer cells, and the generation of human oogonia from induced
pluripotent stem cells in vitro may be the ultimate solution to iatrogenic loss of the
gametes.
Clinical expertise, organizational practices that ensure access, effective collaborative
relationships with oncology clinicians, and a sensitive supportive approach towards your
patients will all help you create a comprehensive fertility preservation program that can
grow over time.

Fertility Preservation ASRM Oral Presentation Session
There were multiple sessions at ASRM this year that highlighted fertility
preservation. The oral presentation session on Wednesday, October 16, was a packed room
attesting to the interest level amongst ASRM members. Here is a quick summary:
Dr. Dietz from UC San Diego presented interesting data to identify the window of
ovarian function after cancer treatment. The study estimated the trajectory of AMH values
over 2 decades following cancer treatment in women that received gonadotoxic therapies
between ages 15-35. The results distinguished a shorter window of plateaued AMH levels in
women receiving more toxic therapies compared to less toxic treatment groups.
Dr. Chen from St. Barnabas hospital in NJ presented data to help counsel patients about
how many eggs they will likely need to achieve a live birth in the future. Using machine
learning and retrospective data they generated expected live birth rates before egg retrieval
and then adjusted the expectations after egg retrieval. This particularly unique model enables
patients to have a more realistic probability of their own chances of live birth after egg
freezing.
Dr. Titus from Yale University attempted to identify the mechanism of chemotherapyinduced damage to ovarian reserve by transplanting ovarian cortex from young organ donors
into SCID mice and comparing the effect of injected cyclophosphamide vs. vehicle. They
concluded a pro-apoptotic state is provoked that severely diminishes the ovarian reserve.
Dr. Huang from Taiwan also studied cyclophosphamide and asked whether metformin
could protect fertility in treated mice from its deleterious effect. Metformin, a relatively
inexpensive and easily obtained drug was protective.
Next, Dr. Silber presented a worldwide update on his cryopreserved ovarian tissue
transplantation experience. All of the transplants were orthotopic and of the 15 patients that
had tissue re-implanted 10 of them conceived and delivered healthy babies. He suggested that
ovarian cryopreservation for cancer patients should no longer be considered experimental.
Lastly, Dr. Everett from Wisconsin shared retrospective data on the compliance with
national guidelines for counseling patients with gender dysphoria prior to hormonal and
surgical interventions. They found compliance is highest among patients less than 30 in both
sexes and regardless of the managing specialty.
The depth and breadth of the presentations clearly demonstrated how diverse and
sophisticated the research in this relatively new field has become. It is exciting to see what is
coming next.

FP SIG Members Meeting
The Fertility Preservation Special Interest Group convened at ASRM in Philadelphia PA on
Monday, October 14, 2019. Official proceedings included introducing new leadership for the
group, recognizing the ongoing dedication and service of our patient advocate, Joyce Reinecke,
and updating members on recent successful efforts around the US to expand access to fertility
preservation services for cancer patients. The prize paper winner was awarded to Deepika Garg,
M.D. at the University of Utah for “Cancer Treatment Is Associated With A Measurable
Decrease In Live Births In A Large Population-Based Study.” Members were able to express their
questions and concerns to the FP SIG, with a main focus on creating opportunities for members
to interact online for the purposes of education and community.
We are actively working with ASRM now to provide online community capabilities for the
Society. An active community is expected to be an excellent way for members to network and
exchange information. More to come on this soon!

